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Abstract
Bell’s theorem has been widely argued to show that some of the predictions of quantummechanics
which are obtained by applying the Born’s rule to a class of entangled states, are not compatible
with any local-causal statistical model, via the violation of Bell’s inequalities. On the other hand,
in the previous work, we have shown that quantum dynamics and kinematics are emergent from a
statistical model that is singled out uniquely by the principle of Locality. Here we shall show that
the local-causal model supports entangled states and give the statistical origin of their generation.
We then study the Stern-Gerlach experiment to show that the Born’s rule can also be derived as a
mathematical theorem in the local-causal model. These results lead us to argue that nonlocality is
not responsible for the quantum mechanical and most importantly experimental violation of Bell’s
inequalities. The source(s) of violation has to be sought somewhere else.
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I. MOTIVATION
Attempts to provide a physically transparent, realist, and causal description underly-
ing the abstract formalism and the inherent random nature of the predictions of quantum
mechanics is as old as quantum mechanics itself. In this research program, one typically
supplements the wave function with a set of hidden variables, traditionally denoted by λ,
which together with the wave function determine completely the state of the system of in-
terest, so that the Born’s rule for the probability to get an outcome ω given the initial wave
function of the system ψ0 in an ensemble of identical measurements with setting parameters
of the apparatus b, P (ω|b, ψ0), admits causal description. The subscript ‘0’ emphasizes that
ψ0 is the wave function of the system at the preparation. Within a hidden variable model,
one therefore expects to decompose the probability to get various outcomes as a statistical
mixture
P (ω|b, ψ0) =
∫
dλP (ω|λ, b, ψ0)P (λ|b, ψ0), (1)
such that P (λ|b, ψ0), the distribution of the hidden variables given the setting parameter
and the wave function, and P (ω|λ, b, ψ0), the probability to get various outcomes given the
hidden variables for the same setting parameter and the wave function, are derivable as math-
ematical theorems with transparent physical meaning, rather than heuristically postulated
as the Born’s rule in standard quantum mechanics. The model is said to be deterministic if
the outcome is determined by the hidden variables so that P (ω|λ, b, ψ0) is either 1 or 0.
Bell’s theorem says that any statistical model of the above type is incompatible with
the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics when the wave function of the system ψ0
belongs to a class of entangled (inseparable) wave functions, if the model is local satisfying
the separability hypothesis [1–4]. The latter means that in a spacelike separated pair of joint
measurements as in Bell-type experiments, when the system is completely characterized, the
probability to get a pair of outcomes ω1 and ω2 at the two wings of the experiment, when
the apparatus setting are respectively b1 and b2, should be separable
P (ω1, ω2|λ, b1, b2, ψ0) = P (ω1|λ, b1, ψ0)P (ω2|λ, b2, ψ0). (2)
Namely, the probability to obtain ω1(2) at the first(second) wing must be independent of the
apparatus setting b2(1) (parameter independence), and of the outcome ω2(1) (outcome inde-
pendence) of the measurement conducted at the second(first) wing [5, 6], and any statistical
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correlation of the pair of outcomes must be describable in term of the past local common
causes characterized completely by λ and ψ0. Note that while the above hypothesis is orig-
inally inspired by the locality of the theory of relativity which presumes a finite maximum
velocity of interaction given by the velocity of light in vacuum, the no-signaling of the latter
only requires the model to satisfy the parameter independence. In this sense, Eq. (2) is often
referred to as Bell’s locality assumption. In a deterministic model, P (ωi|λ, bi, ψ0), i = 1, 2,
are either 1 or 0 so that ωi = ωi(λ, bi), that is the outcome of measurement at one wing
cannot depend on the setting parameter of the other wing, an assumption that is regarded
by Bell as “vital” [1].
There are other assumptions that are considered ‘crucial’ for the derivation of Bell’s the-
orem by some authors, but attract(ed) less attention of most workers in the field. First is
the assumption of measurement independence which says that changing the setting param-
eter of the apparatus does not affect the distribution of the hidden variables that determine
the measurement outcomes [7–15]. Within the above form of statistical model, it means
P (λ|b, ψ0) = P (λ|ψ0) which is equivalent to, via Bayes theorem, P (b|λ) = P (b). It is
therefore often believed that it gives a mathematical representation of the freedom of the
experimenter to choose the measurement setting at will independent of the hidden variables,
thus is also referred to as freedom-to-choose or freewill hypothesis. Other authors have ar-
gued that Bell has tacitly made an assumption that there exists a single global/common
Kolmogorov probability space (measure) for all pairs of incompatible measurement contexts
corresponding to different settings which cannot be done simultaneously, which in general,
as shown by Vorob’ev [16], is not correct [17–24].
On the other hand, we have shown in the previous works that the abstract laws that
govern the dynamics and kinematics of quantum mechanics can be derived from a statistical
model based on a chaotic (effectively random) fluctuation of infinitesimal stationary action
which is not only local satisfying the principle of Relativistic Locality, but is singled out
uniquely by the latter [25, 26]. See also Refs. [27, 28] for related works. In the present paper
we shall first argue that the model naturally supports entangled states: since the model is
based on a random fluctuation of infinitesimal stationary action and action is evaluated in
configuration space instead of in ordinary space, then for interacting compound system, the
fluctuation of the whole can not be separated into the fluctuation of each subsystem. This
statistical inseparability will be argued to generate entanglement during the interaction.
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We shall then apply the model to Stern-Gerlach experiment for the measurement of
angular momentum. Identifying the configuration of the whole system+apparatus as the
hidden variables which determine the measurement outcomes in the statistical model, we
shall show that Eq. (1), with the whole wave function of the system+apparatus replacing
ψ0, leads immediately to the Born’s rule. Born’s rule is thus also shown as a mathematical
theorem of the local-causal statistical model rather than as an independent postulate as in
standard quantum mechanics.
These results, that entanglement and Born’s rule are emergent in the local-causal statis-
tical model, allow us to argue that nonlocality is not responsible for the violation of Bell’s
inequality predicted by quantum mechanics and confirmed by numerous experiments [29].
The source of violation must lie hiding somewhere else.
II. A LOCAL STATISTICAL MODEL OF MICROSCOPIC RANDOMNESS
A. A statistical model based on a random fluctuation of infinitesimal stationary
action
Let us first summarize the essential points of the statistical model of quantum fluctuation
reported in Refs. [25–28]. Let us assume that the Lagrangian depends on a parameter ξ(t):
L = L(q, q˙; ξ), fluctuating sufficiently chaotic in a microscopic time scale, whose physical
origin is not our present concern. Here q is the configuration of the system, q˙
.
= dq/dt,
where t is time parameterizing the evolution of the system. Let us assume that the time
scale for the fluctuation of ξ is dt. Let us then consider two infinitesimally close spacetime
points (q; t) and (q+dq; t+dt) in configuration space such that ξ is constant. Let us assume
that fixing ξ, the principle of stationary action is valid to select a segment of path, denoted
by J (ξ), that connects the two points. One must then solve a variational problem with
fixed end points: δ(Ldt) = 0. This variational problem leads to the existence of a function
A(q; t, ξ), the Hamilton’s principal function, whose differential along the path is given by,
for a fixed ξ,
dA = Ldt = p · dq −Hdt, (3)
where p(q˙) = ∂L/∂q˙ is the momentum, and H(q, p; ξ)
.
= p · q˙(p)−L(q, q˙(p); ξ) is the Hamil-
tonian which is also parameterized by ξ(t). Hence, dA(ξ) is just the ‘infinitesimal stationary
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action’ along the corresponding short path during the infinitesimal time interval dt in which
ξ is fixed. Let us here note that we have implicitly assumed that ξ is a global parameter,
having a uniform value across the universe. This is clear for example when considering
a system of two (or more) particles arbitrarily spatially separated from each other. It is
therefore natural to assume that ξ(t) is cosmological in origin the detail of which will be
discussed somewhere else.
Varying ξ, the principle of stationary action will therefore pick up various different paths
J (ξ) in configuration space, all connecting the same two infinitesimally close spacetime
points, each with different values of infinitesimal stationary action dA(ξ). Due to the chaotic
fluctuation of ξ(t), dA(ξ) is thus fluctuating effectively randomly. A single event description
is therefore practically impossible and a statistical approach is inevitable. Hence, we have
an effective stochastic processes in which the system starting with a configuration q at time t
may take various different paths randomly to end up with a configuration q+dq at time t+dt.
The stochastic processes is therefore completely described by a ‘transition probability’ for the
system starting with a configuration q at time t to move to its infinitesimally close neighbor
q + dq at time t + dt via a path J (ξ), denoted below by P ((q + dq; t+ dt)|{J (ξ), (q; t)}).
Let us further assume that the transition probability above is determined by the fluc-
tuation of the infinitesimal stationary action according to the following exponential law
[25–28]:
P ((q + dq; t+ dt)|{J (ξ), (q; t)})
∝ N exp
(
− 2
γ(ξ)
[
dS(q; t, ξ)− dA(q; t, ξ)
])
.
= P (dS|dA), (4)
where S(q; t, ξ) is a chaotic (effectively random) quantity whose differential along the path
J (ξ) is given by
dS(q; t, ξ) =
dA(q; t, ξ) + dA(q; t,−ξ)
2
= dS(q; t,−ξ), (5)
N is a factor independent of dS − dA the form of which to be specified later and γ(ξ) is a
non-vanishing function of ξ with action dimensional, thus is in general randomly fluctuating
along with time. The justification of the above exponential law will be given later. From
Eq. (5), one has dS(q; t, ξ)−dA(q; t, ξ) = (dA(q; t,−ξ)−dA(q; t, ξ))/2. Hence, to guarantee
the negative definiteness of the exponent in Eq. (4) for normalizability, γ must flip its sign
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as ξ changes its sign. This fact allows us to assume that both γ and ξ always have the same
sign. The time scale for the fluctuation of the sign of γ must therefore be the same as that
of ξ given by dt. Since dA is just the infinitesimal stationary action, we shall refer to Eq.
(4) as the ‘distribution of the deviation from infinitesimal stationary action’.
Let us denote the magnitude of the envelope of ξ as ‖ξ‖. It fluctuates in a time scale τξ,
assumed to be much larger than the time scale of the fluctuation of the sign of ξ: τξ ≫ dt.
It is then clear that for the distribution of Eq. (4) to make sense mathematically, the time
scale of the fluctuation of |γ|, denoted by τγ, must be much larger than the time scale of the
fluctuation of ‖ξ‖. One thus has
τγ ≫ τξ ≫ dt. (6)
Hence, in a time interval of length τξ, the magnitude of the envelope of ξ is effectively
constant while the sign of ξ may fluctuate randomly together with the sign of γ in a time
scale dt. Moreover, in a time interval of length τγ , |γ| is effectively constant and ‖ξ‖ fluctuates
randomly so that the distribution of |dS − dA| is given by the exponential law of Eq. (4)
characterized by |γ|. Let us further assume that the probability density of the occurrence
of ξ at any time satisfies the following unbiased condition:
P (ξ) = P (−ξ), (7)
namely both of the signs of ξ are equally likely to occur. This assumption is equivalent
to the assumption that the two signs of dS − dA occur equally probably. The probability
density of γ is therefore also unbiased P (γ) = P (−γ).
From the exponential distribution of Eq. (4), fixing |γ| which is valid for a time interval
less than τγ, the average deviation from infinitesimal stationary action is given by
dS − dA = |γ|/2. (8)
It is then natural to assume that the classical limit of macroscopic regime corresponds to
the case when the average deviation from infinitesimal stationary action is much smaller
than the infinitesimal stationary action itself: |dA|/|γ| ≫ 1, or formally when |γ| → 0. In
this limiting case, from Eq. (4), one has P (dS|dA) → δ(dS − dA), or dS → dA, so that
S satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation due to Eq. (3). This suggests that |γ| must take
microscopic values.
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Now let Ω(q, ξ; t) denotes the joint-probability density that the configuration of the system
is q and a random value of ξ is realized at time t. Then according to the conventional
(classical) probability theory, fixing ξ, the joint-probability density that the system initially
at (q; t) traces the segment of trajectory J (ξ) and end up at (q+dq; t+dt), denoted below as
Ω
({(q+dq, ξ; t+dt), (q, ξ; t)}∣∣J (ξ)), is equal to the probability density that the configuration
of the system is q at time t, Ω(q, ξ; t), multiplied by the transition probability between the
two infinitesimally close points via the segment of trajectory J (ξ) which is given by Eq. (4).
One thus has
Ω
(
{(q + dq, ξ; t+ dt), (q, ξ; t)}∣∣J (ξ))
= P ((q + dq; t+ dt)|{J (ξ), (q; t)})× Ω(q, ξ; t)
∝ Ne− 2γ (dS(ξ)−dA(ξ)) × Ω(q, ξ; t). (9)
To further elaborate the above equation, one has to know the functional form of N . Let
us assume that N takes the following general form:
N ∝ exp(−θ(S)dt), (10)
where θ is a scalar function of S. Further let us consider the case when |(dS − dA)/γ| ≪ 1.
Inserting Eq. (10) into Eq. (9) and expanding the exponential on the right hand side up to
the first order one gets
dΩ = −
[2
γ
(dS − dA) + θ(S)dt
]
Ω, (11)
where dΩ(q, ξ; t)
.
= Ω
({(q + dq, ξ; t + dt), (q, ξ; t)}∣∣J (ξ)) − Ω(q, ξ; t) is the change of the
probability density Ω due to the transport along the segment of trajectory J (ξ).
To guarantee a smooth correspondence with classical mechanics, the above equation
must describe the dynamics of the classical ensemble of trajectories when dS = dA. Putting
dS = dA in Eq. (11), dividing both sides by dt and taking the limit dt → 0, one obtains
Ω˙ + θ(A)Ω = 0. This last equation must therefore be identified as the continuity equation
for the ensemble of classical trajectories. To do this, it is sufficient to choose θ(S) to be
determined uniquely by the classical Hamiltonian as [25–28]
θ(S) = ∂q ·
(∂H
∂p
∣∣∣
p=∂qS
)
, (12)
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so that for dS = dA, it is given by the divergence of the corresponding classical velocity
field.
Next, recalling that ξ is fixed during the infinitesimal time interval dt, one can expand
the differentials dΩ and dS in Eq. (11) as dF = ∂tFdt+ ∂qF · dq. Using Eq. (3), one finally
obtains the following pair of coupled differential equations:
p(q˙) = ∂qS +
γ
2
∂qΩ
Ω
,
−H(q, p(q˙); ξ) = ∂tS + γ
2
∂tΩ
Ω
+
γ
2
θ(S). (13)
It is evident that, as expected, in the formal limit |γ| → 0, Eq. (13) reduces to the classical
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. In this sense, Eq. (13) can be regarded as a natural generalization
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation due to the random deviation from infinitesimal stationary
action following the exponential law of Eq. (4). Unlike the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in
which we have a single unknown (Hamilton’s principal) function A, however, to calculate
the velocity or momentum and energy, one now needs a pair of unknown functions S and
Ω. The relations in Eq. (13) must not be interpreted that the momentum and energy of the
particles are determined causally by the gradient of the probability density Ω (or ln(Ω)),
which is physically absurd, rather it is the other way around as described explicitly by Eq.
(9).
Let us end this subsection by listing a couple of symmetry relations for S and Ω in the
model which are valid by construction. First, from Eq. (5) one obtains, for a fixed value of
ξ, the following symmetry relations:
∂qS(q; t, ξ) = ∂qS(q; t,−ξ),
∂tS(q; t, ξ) = ∂tS(q; t,−ξ). (14)
Moreover, to comply with Eq. (7), Ω(q, ξ; t) has to satisfy the following symmetry relation:
Ω(q, ξ; t) = Ω(q,−ξ; t). (15)
Both Eqs. (14) and (15) will play important roles later.
B. Principle of Locality and statistical inseparability
Let us proceed to show that the above statistical model is consistent with the locality
hypothesis demanded by the theory of relativity that due to the finite maximum veloc-
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ity of interaction given by the velocity of light in vacuum, two subsystems, one is outside
the light cone of the other, cannot influence each other. To see this, it is sufficient to
consider a compound system composed of two particles whose configuration is denoted by
q = (q1, q2), sufficiently separated from each other so that due to the relativistic locality,
there is no physical-mechanical interaction between the two. The Lagrangian is thus decom-
posable as L(q1, q2, q˙1, q˙2; ξ) = L1(q1, q˙1; ξ)+L2(q2, q˙2; ξ), so that the infinitesimal stationary
action is also decomposable: dA(q1, q2; ξ) = dA1(q1; ξ) + dA2(q2; ξ), and accordingly one
has, by virtue of Eq. (5), dS(q1, q2; ξ) = dS1(q1; ξ) + dS2(q2; ξ). On the other hand, since
the Hamiltonian H is decomposable as H(q1, q2, p1, p2; ξ) = H1(q1, p1; ξ) +H2(q2, p2; ξ), pi,
i = 1, 2, is the momentum of the i−particle, then θ of Eq. (10) is also decomposable:
θ(q1, q2; ξ) = θ1(q1; ξ) + θ2(q2; ξ), so that N is separable N(q1, q2; ξ) = N1(q1; ξ)N2(q2; ξ).
Inserting all these into Eqs. (4) and (10), one can explicitly see that the distribution
of deviation from infinitesimal stationary action for the two spacelike separated particles is
separable as
P (dS1 + dS2|dA1 + dA2) = P (dS1|dA1)P (dS2|dA2). (16)
In this case, P (dS|dA) = P (dS1 + dS2|dA1 + dA2) can thus be regarded as the joint-
probability distribution of the deviation from infinitesimal stationary action of the non-
interacting two particles system, and moreover, it is separable into the probability distribu-
tion of the deviation with respect to each single particle. Each is therefore independent of
the other as required by the principle of Relativistic Locality, that is what happens with one
of the particles has no effect whatsoever on the dynamics and statistics of the other spacelike
separated particle. One can also clearly see that unlike the separability hypothesis of Eq.
(2) which refers to the statistics of outcomes of measurement, the separability of Eq. (16)
is objective referring directly to the real factual situation (state) of the system, independent
of measurement.
Notice further that the statistical separability for spacelike separated subsystems de-
scribed by Eq. (16) is unique to the exponential law. A Gaussian distribution of deviation
from infinitesimal stationary action for example does not have such a property. Namely,
for a Gaussian law, the spacelike separated pair of particles may still influence each other
in contradiction with the principle of Locality of the theory of relativity. Noting this fact,
we have argued in Refs. [25, 26] that the exponential law for the transition probability of
Eq. (4) is the unique form of the probability distribution of the deviation from infinitesimal
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stationary action, up to the global parameter γ, that is singled out among the infinitude of
possibilities by the principle of Locality mathematically represented by Eq. (16).
Now let us proceed to consider the case when the two particles compound system are
interacting with each other. In this case, the total Lagrangian L is not decomposable so
that the infinitesimal stationary action dA and also dS, which are evaluated in configuration
space instead of in ordinary space, are not decomposable either. Equation (16) does no more
hold. P (dS|dA) can no longer be regarded as a joint-probability density of the fluctuation
of the deviation from infinitesimal stationary action with respect to the two particles. One
cannot attribute to each particle a probability density of the fluctuation of the deviation
from infinitesimal stationary action. The only way to identify the statistics of the fluctuation
of infinitesimal stationary action of the system is through P (dS|dA) which, for interacting
compound systems, refers to the whole compound.
In this sense, there is a statistical inseparability of the randomness in the whole system:
the randomness of the whole compound system, which is generated by the fluctuation of
infinitesimal stationary action, cannot be regarded as arising from the randomness of each
subsystem. Rather it is the other way around: the randomness of each subsystem is induced
by the random fluctuation of the whole compound system or the randomness of the whole
gives a global constraint/context to the randomness of each subsystem. We have thus a top-
down information flow [30]. Statistically, the interacting compound system must therefore
be regarded as a single unanalyzable (indivisible) whole. Note however that one can still
identify each particle by specifying its position and momentum.
This situation for interacting compound system in the statistical model is fundamentally
different from the conventional stochastic motion based on a pair of random forces, each
acting on a single particle. In this later case, one can always define joint-probability density
of the two random forces so that the randomness of the whole compound system can be said
to originate from the combination of the randomness of each subsystem and their correlation
via the usual bottom-up information flow. We shall show in the next sections that the
above statistical inseparability in the statistical model due to a top-down information flow
is responsible for the so-called quantum mechanical entanglement, and also for the peculiar
properties of quantum measurement which are absent in the conventional classical mechanics.
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III. QUANTIZATION: THE STERN-GERLACH EXPERIMENT
Let us apply, in this section, the statistical model of microscopic random deviation from
classical mechanics developed in the previous section to investigate the Stern-Gerlach ex-
periment for the measurement of angular momentum. We shall first discuss in the next
subsection the Stern-Gerlach experiment within classical mechanics, and apply the statisti-
cal model to ‘quantize’ its dynamics in the following subsection.
A. Classical model of Stern-Gerlach experiment
Let us assume that we have a beam of neutral atoms whose center of mass coordinate
is denoted by qa = (xa, ya, za), each containing an electron with coordinate qe = (xe, ye, ze),
sent one by one to a Stern-Gerlach apparatus. The interaction between the atom and the
magnetic field of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus is thus mainly due to the angular momentum
of the electron le = qe × pe. Further, let us assume that the magnetic field is non-vanishing
only in one direction and take that direction as the z−axis: B = (0, 0, Bz). For the sake of
simplicity, let us assume that Bz is linear in z: Bz = B
′za, where B
′ is some constant [31].
In this case, the classical interaction-Hamiltonian can be approximated as
HI =
e
2mec
B · le ≈ µzalze = µza(xepye − yepxe), (17)
where µ = eB′/2mec with e is the charge of electron, me is its mass, c is the velocity of
light, and lze = xepye − yepxe is the z−component of the angular momentum of the electron.
Further, let us assume that the free Hamiltonian of the electron is negligible as compared
to that of the rest of the atom. Hence, the total Hamiltonian is approximately given by
H ≈ HI +Ha. (18)
Here Ha is the free Hamiltonian of the atom which reads
Ha =
p2a
2ma
, (19)
where ma is the mass of the atom.
First, one has, during the measurement-interaction l˙ze = {lze, H} = 0. Hence, the
measurement-interaction conserves the z−angular momentum of the electron prior to in-
teraction. The other component of angular momentum are in general not conserved. On
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the other hand, one also has p˙za = {pza , H} = µlze, which can be integrated twice, noting
that lze is a constant of motion, to give
z˙a(T ) =
µ
ma
lzeT, za(T ) =
1
2
µ
ma
lzeT
2, (20)
where T is the time-span of measurement-interaction and we have used pa = maq˙a and
assumed that z˙a(0) = za(0) = 0.
At time t ≥ T the particle leaves the magnetic region of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus so
that the atom now moves approximately freely dictated by the free Hamiltonian Ha with the
initial velocity and position given by Eq. (20). Let us define tM = t−T . The z−coordinate
of the atom at t ≥ T then evolves with time as
za(tM ) =
µ
ma
lzeT tM + za(T ). (21)
In this way za(tM) is naturally regarded as the pointer of measurement (the reading of the
experiment) from the value of which one can operationally infer the value of lze prior to
measurement. This is in principle what is actually done in all experiments, either involving
macroscopic or microscopic objects, where one reads the position of the needle of the meter
or the position of the detector that ‘clicks’, etc: all experiments ultimately reduce to the
determination of position of pointer.
It is then natural to keep the above operationally clear measurement mechanism as we
proceed in the next subsection to subject the classical system to the chaotic (effectively
random) fluctuation of infinitesimal stationary action according to the statistical model of
the previous section. Let us emphasize again that in the classical mechanical model of the
Stern-Gerlach experiment, it is the angular momentum of the electron prior to measurement-
interaction which determines the final value of the pointer (the position of the atom). We
shall show in the next section that in the statistical model, due to the random fluctuation
of infinitesimal stationary action of the whole system, this is no longer the case: the setting
of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus will play irreducible role.
B. Statistical model of Stern-Gerlach experiment: wave function, Schro¨dinger
equation, Hermitian operators and Born’s statistical interpretation
Let us modify the above classical mechanical model of Stern-Gerlach experiment accord-
ing to the statistical model developed in the previous section. First, one needs to put a
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chaotic parameter ξ(t) into the classical Hamiltonian of Eqs. (17) and (19) so that the
infinitesimal stationary action is randomly fluctuating according to the exponential law of
Eq. (4). Let us therefore assume that all the masses of the electron and the atom depend
on ξ(t), denoted respectively by mξe and m
ξ
a. The total Hamiltonian thus reads
H(q, p; ξ) = µξzalze +
p2a
2mξa
. (22)
where µξ = eB
′/2mξec. Let us further assume thatm
ξ
e(a) are fluctuating around their classical
values me(a) as
mξ
e(a) = me(a) + fe(a)(ξ),
with fe(a)(ξ) = −fe(a)(−ξ), and |fe(a)(ξ)| ∼ o(|ξ|). (23)
Let us then consider a time interval of length τξ during which ‖ξ‖ is effectively constant
while the sign of ξ fluctuates randomly with equal probability so that the pair of equations in
(13) applies. Note that from Eq. (6), in this interval of time, |γ| is also effectively constant.
Using the kinematic part of the Hamilton equation, q˙ = ∂H/∂p, inserting Eq. (22), the
upper equation of (13) reads
x˙e = −gξ(za)ye, y˙e = gξ(za)xe, z˙e = 0,
q˙a =
∂qaS
mξa
+
γ
2mξa
∂qaΩ
Ω
, (24)
where gξ(za)
.
= µξza. Assuming the conservation of probability, one then obtains the follow-
ing continuity equation:
0 = ∂tΩ+ ∂q · (q˙Ω)
= ∂tΩ+ gξ(za)(xe∂yeΩ− ye∂xeΩ) + ∂qa ·
(∂qaS
mξa
Ω
)
+
γ
2mξa
∂2qaΩ. (25)
On the other hand, from Eq. (22), θ(S) of Eq. (12) is given by
θ(S) = ∂2qaS/m
ξ
a. (26)
The lower equation of (13) thus becomes
−H(q, p(q˙)) = ∂tS + γ
2
∂tΩ
Ω
+
γ
2mξa
∂2qaS. (27)
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Plugging the upper equation of (13) into the left hand side of Eq. (27), and using Eq. (22),
one obtains, after arrangement
∂tS + gξ(za)(xe∂yeS − ye∂xeS) +
(∂qaS)
2
2mξa
− γ
2
2mξa
∂2qaR
R
+
γ
2Ω
(
∂tΩ+ gξ(za)(xe∂yeΩ− ye∂xeΩ)
+∂qa ·
(∂qaS
mξa
Ω
)
+
γ
2mξa
∂2qaΩ
)
= 0, (28)
where R
.
=
√
Ω and we have used the identity:
1
4
∂qiΩ
Ω
∂qjΩ
Ω
=
1
2
∂qi∂qjΩ
Ω
− ∂qi∂qjR
R
. (29)
Taking into account Eq. (25), the last term in the bracket of Eq. (28) vanishes to give
∂tS + gξ(za)(xe∂yeS − ye∂xeS) +
(∂qaS)
2
2mξa
− γ
2
2mξa
∂2qaR
R
= 0. (30)
We have thus a pair of Eqs. (25) and (30) which is parameterized by γ. This pair of
equations is valid in a microscopic time interval of length τξ during which the magnitude
of the envelope of ξ, that is ‖ξ‖, is constant while its sign changes randomly with equal
probability [25, 26, 28]. Averaging Eq. (25) for the cases ±ξ, recalling that the sign of γ is
the same as that of ξ, one has, by virtue of Eqs. (14) and (15),
∂tΩ+ g˜ξ(za)(xe∂yeΩ− ye∂xeΩ) + ˜1/mξa∂qa ·
(
∂qaSΩ
)
+∆(1/mξa)
|γ|
2
∂2qaΩ = 0, (31)
where for any function H of ξ, we have defined
H˜ =
1
2
(H(ξ) +H(−ξ)), ∆H = 1
2
(H(ξ)−H(−ξ)). (32)
Similarly, averaging Eq. (30) over the cases ±ξ, thus is also over ±γ, one gets
∂tS + g˜ξ(za)(xe∂yeS − ye∂xeS) + ˜(1/mξa)
((∂qaS)2
2
− γ
2
2
∂2qaR
R
)
= 0. (33)
We thus have a pair of Eqs. (31) and (33) which are now parameterized by |γ| valid for a
microscopic time interval of length τξ characterized by a constant ‖ξ‖.
Next, from Eq. (23), assuming that the fluctuation of ξ around its vanishing average is
sufficiently narrow, one has, in the lowest order approximation
g˜ξ(za) ≈ µza .= g(za), ˜1/mξa ≈ 1/ma, ∆(1/mξa) ≈ 0. (34)
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Taking this into account, the pair of Eqs. (31) and (33) can thus be approximated as
∂tΩ + g(za)(xe∂yeΩ− ye∂xeΩ) + ∂qa ·
(∂qaS
ma
Ω
)
= 0,
∂tS + g(za)(xe∂yeS − ye∂xeS) +
(∂qaS)
2
2ma
− γ
2
2ma
∂2qaR
R
= 0. (35)
Further, noting that γ is non-vanishing, let us proceed to define the following complex-valued
function:
Ψ
.
=
√
Ωexp
(
i
S
|γ|
)
. (36)
Using Ψ and recalling that |γ| is constant during the microscopic time interval of interest
with length τξ, the pair of equations in (35) can then be recast into the following compact
form:
i|γ|∂tΨ = g(za)
(− ixe|γ|∂ye + iye|γ|∂xe)Ψ− γ22ma∂2qaΨ. (37)
Let us then consider a specific case when |γ| is given by the reduced Planck constant ~,
namely γ = ±~ with equal probability for all the time, τγ = ∞, so that the average of the
deviation from infinitesimal stationary action distributed according to the exponential law
of Eq. (4) is given by
~/2. (38)
Moreover, recalling that the fluctuation of ξ around its vanishing average is sufficiently
narrow, one can approximate Ω(q, ξ; t) and S(q; t, ξ) by the corresponding zeroth order terms
in their Taylor series, denoted respectively by ρQ(q; t) and SQ(q; t). In this specific case, the
lowest order approximation of Eq. (37) then gives the following Schro¨dinger equation:
i~∂tΨQ = (HˆI + Hˆa)ΨQ,
with HˆI = g(za)lˆze, Hˆa =
pˆ2a
2ma
, (39)
where pˆi
.
= −i~∂qi is the quantum mechanical linear momentum operator corresponding
to the i−degree of freedom, lˆze .= xepˆye − yepˆxe is the z−component quantum mechanical
angular momentum operator pertaining to the electron, and the quantum mechanical wave
function ΨQ is defined as
ΨQ(q; t)
.
=
√
ρQ(q; t)e
i
~
SQ(q;t). (40)
From Eq. (40), the Born’s statistical interpretation of wave function is clearly valid by
construction
ρQ(q; t) = |ΨQ(q; t)|2. (41)
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Further, recall that Eq. (24) is valid for a time interval of length τξ in which ‖ξ‖ is
effectively constant while the sign of ξ fluctuates randomly with equal probability. It is then
natural to define an ‘effective’ velocity as ˜˙q(|ξ|) = (q˙(ξ) + q˙(−ξ))/2. Inserting Eq. (24) one
gets, noting that the sign of γ is always the same as that of ξ,
˜˙xe = −g(za)ye, ˜˙ye = g(za)xe, ˜˙ze = 0,
˜˙qa = ∂qaSQma , (42)
where we have used Eqs. (14) and (15) and counted only the zeroth order terms.
C. Statistical inseparability as the origin of quantum entanglement
As discussed at the end of Subsection IIB, for a compound system with interacting
subsystems, say a system of interacting two particles, the infinitesimal stationary action dA
is not decomposable so that dS is not decomposable either. Since by construction S is the
phase of the wave function defined in Eqs. (36) or (40), then in this case, the phase must
be in general not decomposable. Otherwise, if S is decomposable, then its differential must
also be decomposable so that the two particles must not be interacting with each other in
contradiction with our initial assumption. Hence, for interacting two particles system, the
wave function of the whole compound is in general inseparable into the wave function of
each subsystem
ΨQ(q1, q2) 6= ΨQ1(q1)ΨQ2(q2). (43)
In other words, in this case, one can not attribute a wave function defined as in Eqs. (36)
or (40) to each subsystem.
We have thus an entangled wave function. Moreover, the inseparability of the wave
function or entanglement is preserved even when the interaction is turned off. We shall give
in the next Section an example of such a generation of entanglement and its preservation
when the interaction is turned off while applying the statistical model to describe the Stern-
Gerlach experiment. Let us note however that when the interaction is turned off, while
the wave function is still inseparable, the statistics of infinitesimal change of its phase must
satisfy the separability condition of Eq. (16) in accord with the principle of Locality.
We have therefore argued that the statistical origin of the generation of the entanglement
could be traced to the fact that since action is evaluated in configuration space instead of
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in ordinary space, then the fluctuation of the infinitesimal stationary action with respect
to the whole compound system with interacting subsystems cannot be fundamentally sep-
arated into the fluctuation with respect to each subsystem. This further implies that the
randomness of the whole compound induced by the chaotic fluctuation of infinitesimal sta-
tionary action cannot be regarded as to arise from the combination of the randomness of
each subsystem and their correlation. Rather, as is already mentioned in Subsection IIB,
it is the other way around: the randomness of the whole gives a global constraint (context)
to the randomness of each subsystem, a manifestation of a top-down causation [30]. Each
subsystem cannot be truly random, but is correlated in a subtle and nontrivial way with the
other.
IV. QUANTUM MEASUREMENT
A. A single measurement event
Now let us discuss the detail process of a single measurement event in the Stern-Gerlach
experiment. Let us first assume that the magnetic field is sufficiently strong so that the
interaction is impulsive. In this case, during the interaction, one can neglect the contribution
of the free atomic Hamiltonian, so that the evolution of the wave function is approximately
governed by the following Schro¨dinger equation:
i~∂tΨQ = HˆIΨQ = g(za)lˆzeΨQ. (44)
For simplicity, let us assume that the initial wave function of the total system prior to
entering the Stern-Gerlach magnetic apparatus is separable
ΨQ(qe, qa; 0) = ψ0(qe)ϕ0(qa). (45)
Let us further expand the total wave function at time t, ΨQ(qe, qa; t), in term of the complete
set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of the z−angular momentum operator {φlz(qe)}, lz =
1, 2, . . . , satisfying lˆzeφlz = ωlzφlz , where ωlz is the corresponding eigenvalue. One thus has
ΨQ(qe, qa; t) =
∑
lz
clzφlz(qe)ϕlz(qa; t), (46)
where {clz} is a set of complex numbers. Putting t = 0, one must identify ϕlz(qa; 0) = ϕ0(qa)
for all lz, and ψ0(qe) =
∑
lz
clzφlz(qe). Hence {clz} is the set of coefficients of expansion of
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the initial electronic wave function in term of the complete set of orthonormal z−angular
momentum eigenfunctions.
Inserting Eq. (46) into the Schro¨dinger equation of (44) one obtains i~∂tϕlz = g(za)ωlzϕlz ,
which can then be directly integrated to give
ϕlz(qa; t) = ϕ0(qa) exp(−iµωlztza/~). (47)
Putting this back into Eq. (46), the total wave function at the exit of the Stern-Gerlach
magnetic system at t = T is thus
ΨQ(qe, qa;T ) =
∑
lz
clzφlz(qe)ϕ0(qa)e
−
i
~
∆lz za , (48)
where we have defined ∆lz
.
= µωlzT . One can thus see that as time flows, the atomic
wave function gets a new phase with a wave vector along the z−direction given by ∆lz and
becomes entangled with the electronic wave function.
After passing through the Stern-Gerlach magnet, at t ≥ T , the wave function, now
denoted by ΨM(q; tM), where tM = t − T ≥ 0, then evolves approximately freely. Let us
take the direction of the beam of the atoms as the y−axis, so that the y−degree of freedom
of the evolution of the wave function is not relevant for our subsequence discussion. After
passing through the magnetic field, the wave function is thus governed by the following
Schro¨dinger equation:
i~∂tΨM = HˆaΨM = − ~
2
2ma
(
∂2xa + ∂
2
za
)
ΨM . (49)
The above equation has to be solved subject to the initial wave function at tM = 0 given by
Eq. (48): ΨM(q; 0) = ΨQ(q;T ). To do this, let us take a concrete model when the initial
atomic wave function is given by a separable Gaussian
ϕ0(xa, za) ∼ exp
(
− x
2
a
4σ2x0
)
× exp
(
− z
2
a
4σ2z0
)
, (50)
up to a normalization constant, where σx0 and σz0 are the widths of the Gaussians for the
x− and z−degrees of freedom respectively. The Schro¨dinger equation of (49) can then be
solved exactly to give
ΨM(q; tM) ∼
∑
lz
clzφlz(qe)ϕlz(qa; tM),
with ϕlz(qa; tM) = e
−
x2a
4σxtσx0
×e−
(za−
∆lz
ma
tM )
2
4σztσz0
−i
∆lz
~
(za−
1
2
∆lz
ma
tM ), (51)
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where σit = σi0(1 + i~tM/2maσ
2
i0
), i = x, z.
One can thus see that at time tM = t − T , measured just after the particle leaving the
region with non-vanishing magnetic field of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus, the z−part of the
Gaussian packet becomes a series of Gaussian packets, the center of each is shifted from that
of the original with an amount that depends linearly on ωlz
∆lz
ma
tM =
µωlzT tM
ma
, (52)
while the center of the x−part of the atomic Gaussian wave function remains fixed; the
widths of all Gaussians are increasing with time. It is also clear that the sign of the shift
is the same as the sign of ωlz . Each Gaussian packet ϕlz(qa; tM) is correlated to one of the
eigenfunction φlz(qe) of the z−angular momentum operator lˆze corresponding to eigenvalue
ωlz . Further, the distance between the centers of two neighboring packets is given by
δlz =
µTtM
ma
(ωlz − ωlz−1), (53)
which is larger for larger values of µ, T and tM . If this distance is much larger than the
z−part spatial spreading of the Gaussian wave packets ϕlz(qa; tM), then the z−part of the
series of Gaussians are effectively not overlapping with each other, each is correlated, one to
one, to the eigenfunctions of the z−angular momentum operator φlz(qe).
Next, to have a physically and operationally smooth quantum-classical correspondence,
one must let qa(tM) has the same physical and operational status as the underlying classical
mechanical system discussed in the previous subsection: namely, it must be regarded as
the pointer of the measurement, the reading of the experiment. One may then infer that
the ‘outcome’ of a single measurement event corresponds to the packet ϕlz(qa; tM) whose
support is actually entered by the atom. Namely, if za(tM) belongs to the spatially localized
z−part support of ϕlz(qa; tM), then we operationally admit (register) that the result of the
measurement is given by ωlz , the eigenvalue of lˆze whose corresponding eigenfunction φlz(qe)
is correlated with ϕlz(qa; tM). The probability that the measurement yields ωlz is thus equal
to the relative frequency that za(tM) enters the support of ϕlz(qa; tM) in a large (in principle
infinite) number of identical experiments.
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B. Ensemble of identical measurement and Born’s rule
It is then imperative to calculate the probability that za(tM) belongs to the support of
ϕlz(qa; tM) when the initial electronic wave function is given by φ(qe) =
∑
lz
clzφlz(qe). First,
given the total wave function at time tM , ΨM(tM ), the probability that the measurement
yields ωlz can be written as, following Eq. (1),
P (ωlz |bz,ΨM(bz)) =
∫
dqedqaP (ωlz |qe, qa, bz,ΨM(bz))
×P (qe, qa|bz,ΨM(bz)), (54)
where bz is the unit vector along the z−axis, P (qe, qa|bz,ΨM(bz)) is the joint-probability of qe
and qa when the total wave function is ΨM(bz) at time tM and P (ωlz |qe, qa, bz,ΨM(bz)) is the
probability that the measurement yields ωlz when the configuration is q = (qe, qa) and the
total wave function is ΨM(bz) at time tM . Here we have made transparent the dependence
of all the probabilities on bz (the magnitude of the magnetic field plays marginal role in the
model).
Comparing Eq. (54) with Eq. (1), we have thus regarded the configuration of the system,
q = (qe, qa), as the hidden variable in the sense discussed in Section I: λ = (qe, qa). Such
an identification is natural, since, as is evident in Eq. (13), it is only by specifying the
configuration of the system that the wave function defined in Eqs. (36) or (40) determines
the momentum or velocity of the system. Moreover, notice that unlike Eq. (1) which is
supposed to depend only on the wave function at the preparation ψ0, Eq. (54) takes into
account the fact that as is evident in the discussion in the previous subsection, the whole
wave function of the system+apparatus plays irreducible role. We have also made explicit
the fact that, due to the fluctuation of infinitesimal stationary action, by construction, the
total wave function after the interaction must depend on the setting parameter bz.
Let us now discuss the two quantities that appear on the right hand of Eq. (54). First,
one has, inserting Eq. (51) into Eq. (41),
P (qe, qa|bz,ΨM(bz)) = ρQ(q; tM , bz) = |ΨM(q; tM , bz)|2
=
∑
lz
|clz(bz)|2|φlz(qe; bz)|2|ϕlz(qa; tM , bz)|2, (55)
where in the last (approximate) equality we have taken into account the fact that for suf-
ficiently large values of µ and T , {ϕlz(qa; tM)} in Eq. (51) effectively does not overlap for
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different values of lz so that the cross-terms are all (approximately) vanishing, and for later
purpose, we have made explicit the dependence of all terms on bz.
Further, since as argued above, given the configuration of the whole system and the total
wave function, the outcome of measurement is operationally inferred to be ωlz if za(tM)
belongs to the support of ϕlz(qa; tM , bz), then P (ωlz |qe, qa, bz,ΨM(bz)) is given by
P (ωlz |qe, qa, bz,ΨM(bz)) = 1{za(tM ; bz) ∈ Uϕlz }, (56)
where Uϕlz is the support of ϕlz(qa; tM , bz) at time tM , and following the notation of Ref.
[32], 1{“event”} is an indicator variable which is equal to 1 if the “event” happens and 0 if
not.
Finally, inserting Eqs. (55) and (56) into Eq. (54) one gets
P (ωlz |bz,ΨM(bz)) =
∫
dqedqa|clz(bz)|2|φlz(qe; bz)|2
×|ϕlz(qa; bz)|2 = |clz(bz)|2, (57)
reproducing the prediction of standard quantum mechanics as prescribed by the Born’s rule.
From the isotropy of the classical Hamiltonian and the fact that the model is coordinate
free, the same conclusion must apply for any orientation of the magnetic field. For example,
instead of directing the magnetic field of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus along the z−axis, let
us now align the magnetic field along, say the x−axis. In this case, one has B = (Bx, 0, 0)
where Bx = B
′xa so that the interaction Hamiltonian now takes the form
HI =
e
2mξec
B · le ≈ gξ(xa)lxe, (58)
where lxe = yepze − zepye is the x−component angular momentum of the electron. Applying
the statistical model, neglecting the free Hamiltonian of the electron and repeating exactly all
the steps for the case when the magnetic field is pointing along the z−axis, one immediately
obtains, in the lowest order approximation
i~∂tΨQ = (HˆI + Hˆa)ΨQ,
HˆI = g(xa)lˆxe, Hˆa =
pˆ2a
2ma
, (59)
where lˆxe
.
= yepˆze − zepˆye is the quantum mechanical x−angular momentum operator per-
taining to the electron.
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One can then proceed exactly as for the case when the Stern-Gerlach magnet is pointing
along the z−axis to describe a single measurement event and the statistics of outcomes of
its ensemble. First, evolving the initial separable wave function of Eq. (45), neglecting the
free atomic Hamiltonian during the interaction, the atomic part of the wave function gets
a new phase now with a wave vector along the x−axis, and it becomes entangled with the
electronic wave function
ΨQ(qe, qa;T, bx) =
∑
lx
clx(bx)φlx(qe; bx)ϕ0(qa)e
−
i
~
∆lxxa , (60)
where φlx , lx = 0, 1, 2, . . . , is the eigenfunction belonging to the eigenvalue ωlx of the
x−angular momentum operator lˆx, lˆxφlx = ωlxφle , {clx(bx)} is the set of coefficients of
expansion of the initial electronic wave function in terms of the complete orthonormal set
the x−angular momentum eigenfunctions, {φlx}, and ∆lx .= µωlxT .
Further, after passing through the magnetic region of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus, the
total wave function evolves according to the free atomic Hamiltonian. Assuming again that
the initial atomic wave function is given by the same Gaussian of Eq. (50), one obtains at
tM = t− T
ΨM(q; tM , bx) ∼
∑
lx
clx(bx)φlx(qe; bx)ϕlx(qa; tM , bx),
with ϕlx(qa; tM , bx) = e
−
z2a
4σztσz0
×e−
(xa−
∆lx
ma
tM )
2
4σxtσx0
−i
∆lx
~
(xa−
1
2
∆lx
ma
tM ). (61)
The x−part of the Gaussian packet becomes a series of Gaussian packets the center of each
is shifted from that of the original with an amount that is linear with ωlx , while the center
of the z−part Gaussian is left unchanged. Repeating all the calculation as before, assuming
that the x−part of the series of Gaussians atomic wave function ϕlx are (approximately)
not overlapping with each other for sufficiently large µ and T , the distribution of the hidden
variables (qe, qa) at time tM now takes the form, due to Eq. (41),
P (qe, qa|bx,ΨM(bx)) = ρQ(q; tM , bx) = |ΨM(q; tM , bx)|2
=
∑
lx
|clx(bx)|2|φlx(qe; bx)|2|ϕlx(qa; tM , bx)|2. (62)
On the other hand, to have a smooth quantum-classical correspondence, regarding qa(t)
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as the pointer to infer the measurement outcome as before, one has
P (ωlx|qe, qa, bx,ΨM(bx)) = 1{xa(tM ; bx) ∈ Uϕlx}, (63)
namely, the experiment registers ωlx if xa(tM ; bx) belongs to the support of ϕlx(qa; tM , bx)
denoted by Uϕlx .
Finally, from Eqs. (62) and (63), one obtains
P (ωlx|bx,ΨM(bx)) =
∫
dqedqaP (ωlx|qe, qa, bx,ΨM(bx))
×P (qe, qa|bx,ΨM(bx)) = |clx(bx)|2, (64)
reproducing again the prediction of quantum mechanics as prescribed by the Born’s rule.
Hence, in general, for any orientation of the magnetic field denoted by the unit vector b,
one regains the prediction of quantum mechanics. That is, each single measurement yields
ωlb, lb = 1, 2, . . . , one of the eigenvalues of the quantum mechanical angular momentum
operator lˆb = (q× pˆ) ·b, and repeating the experiment with identical preparation represented
by the initial electronic wave function ψ0(qe), the relative frequency to get outcome ωlb is
given by the Born’s rule
P (ωlb|b,ΨM(b)) = |clb(b)|2, (65)
where clb =
∫
dqeφ
∗
lb
(qe)ψ0(qe) with φlb is the eigenfunction of lˆb belonging to the eigenvalue
ωlb.
C. Discussion
First, let us note that the above argumentation is similar to that of the de Broglie-Bohm
hidden variable model, the pilot-wave theory [33], in which the configuration of the whole
system is also regarded as the hidden variable. One can see from Eqs. (56) and (63) that
like the pilot-wave theory, the model is deterministic in the sense that the hidden variables
determine the outcome of measurement: ω = ω(qa; b). However, unlike the pilot-wave theory,
the wave function defined in Eqs. (36) or (40) is evidently not a physical field, but is an
artificial mathematical construct. The fundamental assumption that the wave function in
pilot-wave theory is a physical field living in configuration space rather than in ordinary space
has been known to lead to a conceptual difficulty, and furthermore implies rigid nonlocality.
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By contrast, the present model satisfies the separability condition of Eq. (16) so that it
is objectively local: what happens in some region of spacetime cannot have any influence
whatsoever outside its future light cone. In this sense, the upper equation in (13) can not
be regarded as a causal-dynamical guidance relation as in pilot-wave theory, rather it is a
kinematical relation. Moreover, unlike pilot-wave theory in which the quantum dynamics
and kinematics are postulated, and so is the additional guidance relation, in the statistical
model, they are derived from first principle.
As argued at the end of subsection IIB and subsection IIIC, since action is evaluated in
configuration space instead of in ordinary space, then the random fluctuation of infinitesimal
stationary action with respect to the whole ‘system+apparatus’ is not separable into the
fluctuation pertaining to the system and that pertaining to the apparatus. This is explicitly
reflected in the inseparability of wave function of Eqs. (48) or (60). Like the corresponding
classical model, here the atomic degree of freedom plays the role as the apparatus. The
total wave function becomes entangled due to interaction. The whole system+apparatus
must then be regarded as a single unanalyzable whole, both fluctuates together inseparably.
Hence, unlike measurement in classical mechanics discussed in the previous section in which
the interaction Hamiltonian conserves the relevant component of the angular momentum of
the particle being measured, in the statistical model, the same component of the angular
momentum prior to measurement is inevitably disturbed.
The role of the apparatus is no longer merely revealing the value of the angular momen-
tum prior to measurement-interaction. In this sense, the term “apparatus” thus loses its
significant (classical) role. It is even questionable to call such an experiment a measurement.
There are however at least two reasons to call such an experiment a measurement: first, its
classical limit can unambiguously be regarded as measurement, and second, as argued in
Ref. [28], repeating immediately the same measurement as the previous one yields the same
outcome. It has been shown in Ref. [28], however, that using Eq. (65) and the upper
equation in (13), the average of the outcomes of measurement when the magnetic field is
directed along an axis in an ensemble of identical experiments, is equal to the average of the
actual values of the angular momentum along the same axis prior to measurement over the
distribution of the configuration.
The orientation of the magnetic field of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus evidently plays es-
sential role in the measurement of angular momentum. First, it determines the form of the
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interaction Hamiltonian which in turn is responsible for the emergence of a mathematical
entity lˆb, which in the standard quantum mechanical nomenclature is called as the angular
momentum operator along the b−axis. As shown above, the latter is central in the subse-
quence discussion, determining the set of all possible outcomes of each single measurement
event that is given by its discrete spectrum of eigenvalues, and the probability to get various
outcomes in an ensemble of identical measurements that is given by the absolute square of
the overlap between the initial electronic wave function and the eigenfunction of lˆb, that is
the Born’s rules.
It is then clear from the above discussion that the quantum mechanical angular mo-
mentum operators lˆb arise formally as artificial mathematical entities depending on the
whole configuration/arrangement of the measurement-interaction described by the interac-
tion Hamiltonian. Hence, they cannot be granted independent physical ontology attached to
the system being measured alone. Since the outcome of measurement is given by one of the
eigenvalues of the operator, then one may conclude that the outcome of the measurement
cannot be regarded as reflecting the property attached to the system being measured alone,
but brings with it the whole configuration of the measurement-interaction determined by
the apparatus setting. It is also clear that lˆb for different b arise in mutually exclusive (in-
compatible) contexts (arrangements) so that one cannot manipulate the eigenvalues of, say
a pair of different lˆb, freely. The statistical model thus provides an explicit manifestation of
the Bohr’s complementarity principle [34, 35], yet interestingly within Einstein’s local realist
world view. The origin of the above feature can of course again be traced back to the fact
that in the statistical model, the origin of the randomness is due to the random fluctuation of
the infinitesimal stationary action, which, for an interacting compound (system+apparatus),
cannot be separated into the the fluctuation with respect to each subsystem.
We have thus given a causal description for the emergence of Born’s rule within the
local-causal statistical model in which the configuration of the whole system+apparatus is
regarded as the hidden variables in the sense of Section I, which together with the whole
wave function determine the measurement outcome.
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V. BELL’S LOCALITY ASSUMPTION
We have argued that measurement of angular momentum can be described as a specific
type of physical interaction. Namely, the cases when there is no measurement and when
there is a measurement are treated in a unified way within the statistical model, satisfying
the same local-causal dynamical and statistical law given by the exponential distribution of
deviation from infinitesimal stationary action of Eq. (4), necessitating no external concepts.
Now let us consider the situation in Bell-type experiment where one is interested in the
statistical correlation between a set of pairs of spacelike separated detection (measurement)
events. Since the statistics of any events, whether they are detection events in measurement-
interaction or not, must satisfy the objective locality (separability) condition of Eq. (16)
when they are separated by spacelike interval, then the statistics of the measurement out-
comes must necessarily satisfy the Bell’s locality assumption of Eq. (2). That is to say,
if at the two wings of the Bell-type experiment we perform Stern-Gerlach experiments,
then the probability that at the end of a measurement one of the atoms in the pair at the
first(second) wing (labeled below by subscript 1(2)) with coordinate qa1(2) enters the support
of a particular packet ϕlb1(2) corresponding to a certain measurement outcome ωlb1(2) with
lb1(2) = 1, 2, 3, . . . , when the orientation of the corresponding Stern-Gerlach magnet is b1(2),
is independent from anything that happens with the other atom at the second(first) wing,
and vice versa
P (ωlb1 , ωlb2 |{qe1, qa1 , b1}, {qe2, qa2 , b2}, ψ0)
= 1{qa1(tM ; b1) ∈ Uϕlb1 }1{qa2(tM ; b2) ∈ Uϕlb2 }
= P (ωlb1 |qe1 , qa1 , b1, ψ0)P (ωlb2 |qe2 , qa2 , b2, ψ0). (66)
This is so even when the pair of the atoms are emitted from a source in any entangled state
ψ0. Otherwise, if the above equation is not valid, since the effective velocity is given by˜˙qai = ∂qaiSQ/mi (see Eq. (42)), then the phase SQ must be indecomposable so that its
differential is also indecomposable contradicting the condition of statistical separability of
Eq. (16).
The violations of Bell inequalities using orbital angular momentum of entangled photons
have been demonstrated experimentally, confirming accurately the prediction of quantum
mechanics [36]. Assuming that the local-causal statistical model applies as well to the
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dynamics and statistics of outcomes of the measurement of orbital angular momentum of
photon reproducing the predictions of quantum mechanics, noting that the model supports
entangled states and explicitly satisfies the Bell’s locality assumption, then the quantum
mechanical and experimental violation of Bell’s inequalities must have noting to do with
nonlocality.
VI. CONCLUSION
It is widely believed that Bell’s no-go theorem has put a strong argument that some of
the predictions of quantum mechanics which are obtained by applying the Born’s rule to a
class of entangled states are indescribable within any statistical model supposed to complete
the description of quantum mechanics by adding the wave function with a set of hidden
variables, if the model is locally causal [1–4]. In fact, in formulating his theorem, Bell
was much inspired by the pilot-wave theory which gives an example of a completion of the
description of quantum mechanics by regarding the configuration of the system as the hidden
variable, and pilot-wave theory is rigidly nonlocal. To show this, Bell and others have devised
certain statistical inequalities, the Bell’s inequalities, and argued that they must be satisfied
by any local statistical model satisfying the Bell’s locality assumption of Eq. (2). The
inequalities are violated by the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics, and numerous
experiments have been carried out showing results in favor of quantum mechanics [29].
On the other hand, we have shown that quantum dynamics and kinematics, including
the entangled states, can be derived from a statistical model based on a random fluctuation
of infinitesimal stationary action which is singled out uniquely by the principle of Locality.
The origin of the generation of entanglement is argued as due to the fact that for a com-
pound with interacting subsystems, the fluctuation of infinitesimal stationary action of the
whole compound cannot be fundamentally separated into the fluctuation of each subsys-
tems. We have also shown, by applying the model to the Stern-Gerlach experiment for the
measurement of angular momentum, that Born’s rule emerges as a mathematical theorem
of the local-causal model. Measurement is thus treated in equal footing as the other types
of interaction necessitating no external concepts. This led us to argue that the objective lo-
cality of the model of Eq. (16) implies the Bell’s locality assumption of Eq. (2) for spacelike
separated joint-measurement events.
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Hence, since entanglement and Born’s rule are responsible for the quantum mechanical
violation of Bell’s inequalities and the former are emergent within the local-causal statistical
model satisfying Bell’s locality assumption, then nonlocality must not be blamed as the
source of violation. Moreover, since the predictions of quantum mechanics is confirmed
very accurately by numerous experiments, neglecting all the complexities that might arise
due various potential experimental loopholes, one may conclude that Nature does not use
nonlocality to violate the Bell’s inequalities.
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